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?The book discusses the theoretical and methodological challenges of an interculturally
valid sociology of religion and provides insights into the autochthonous socio-religious
research in Muslim societies and Asian countries. In this way, it links discourses that
have so far taken place primarily independently of one another. The book goes back to
a conference in Münster that questioned the Western foundation of empirical religiosity
research, which reaches its limits in the non-American and non-European context, but
also with regard to orthodox forms of faith in the Western context.
This book examines the historic tensions between Jehovah’s Witnesses and
government authorities, civic organisations, established churches and the broader
public. Witnesses originated in the 1870s as small, loose-knit groups calling themselves
Bible Students. Today, there are some eight million Witnesses worldwide, all actively
engaged in evangelism under the direction of the Watch Tower Society. The author
analyses issues that have brought them global visibility and even notoriety, including
political neutrality, public ministry, blood transfusion, and anti-ecumenism. It also
explores anti-Witness discourse, from media portrayals of the community as marginal
and exotic to the anti-cult movement. Focusing on varied historical, ideological and
national contexts, the book argues that Witnesses have had a defining influence on
conceptions of religious tolerance in the modern world.
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A meditation on dying by a writer who has been compared to Proust, was much praised
by Salman Rushdie and is perhaps most famous for producing very little.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in
a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to
these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
This is the first major study of the enigmatic religious society. By examining the
Jehovah's Witnesses' dramatic recent expansion, Andrew Holden reveals the
dependency of their quasi-totalitarian movement on the physical and cultural resources
have brought about the privatization of religion, the erosion of community, and the
separation of 'fact' from faith.
Engaging, accessible, and filled with practical communication advice, Let’s Talk
Vaccines helps you educate patients on the importance of life-saving vaccines using a
patient-centered and empathetic approach. Covering everything from the science of
vaccine safety to the psychology of risk communication, this essential guide includes
real-life examples and thoughtful, evidence-based techniques that will help patients
understand vaccines and make informed decisions. Ideal for primary care providers,
pediatricians, family physicians, nurse practitioners, and public health advocates, it
provides an excellent framework for how to approach difficult discussions, with the goal
of improving the health of each patient as well as the community at large.
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Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and former atheist, Cold-Case Christianity
examines the claims of the New Testament using the skills and strategies of a hard-toconvince criminal investigator. Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it makes a claim
about an event from the distant past for which there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case
Christianity, J. Warner Wallace uses his nationally recognized skills as a homicide detective to
look at the evidence and eyewitnesses behind Christian beliefs. Including gripping stories from
his career and the visual techniques he developed in the courtroom, Wallace uses illustration
to examine the powerful evidence that validates the claims of Christianity. A unique apologetic
that speaks to readers’ intense interest in detective stories, Cold-Case Christianity inspires
readers to have confidence in Christ as it prepares them to articulate the case for Christianity.
The history of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Europe has always been one of persecution. This third
volume documents this history, turning eastward. For the first time, the circumstances of a
religious minority under different political systems can be compared across the continent. The
studies gathered here provide insight into the methods of repression used by governments and
mainstream churches, the survival strategies of Jehovah’s Witnesses, and their various
experiences under Eastern European dictatorships. The initially cordial relationship with
Jehovah’s Witnesses that developed after 1990 has steadily reverted to religious
discrimination, culminating in Russia’s renewed ban of Jehovah’s Witnesses in 2017 and the
confiscation of their properties. By violating the universal human right of religious freedom, the
same conditions that prevailed in the Soviet era have now returned to “modern” Russia: With
severest discrimination and abusing jurisdictional procedures to reach their political
aspirations, the State tries to crush a religious community. Against this background, it is all the
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more important not to turn a blind eye to the situation of religious minorities in Eastern Europe,
but instead to take an honest public stance against it.
Jacqueline Woodson's National Book Award and Newbery Honor winner, now available in
paperback with 7 all-new poems. Jacqueline Woodson is the 2018-2019 National Ambassador
for Young People's Literature A President Obama "O" Book Club pick Raised in South Carolina
and New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place. In vivid poems, she shares
what it was like to grow up as an African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living with the
remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil Rights movement. Touching and
powerful, each poem is both accessible and emotionally charged, each line a glimpse into a
child's soul as she searches for her place in the world. Woodson's eloquent poetry also reflects
the joy of finding her voice through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with
reading as a child. Her love of stories inspired her and stayed with her, creating the first sparks
of the gifted writer she was to become. Includes 7 new poems, including "Brown Girl
Dreaming". Praise for Jacqueline Woodson: A 2016 National Book Award finalist for her adult
novel, ANOTHER BROOKLYN "Ms. Woodson writes with a sure understanding of the thoughts
of young people, offering a poetic, eloquent narrative that is not simply a story . . . but a mature
exploration of grown-up issues and self-discovery."--The New York Times Book Review
The Power of this prayer of Imam Muhammad al-Dar’i lies in its simplicity, its purity, and its
sincere supplication. It is essentially a plea to God that our transgressions be overlooked, that
divine mercy be bestowed upon us, that social justice be restored in spite of us, that wrongs be
righted, and that righteousness reign once again in our lands, so that the destitute may no
longer be in need, the young may be educated, the animals’ purpose fulfilled, rain restored,
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and bounties poured forth. It is a plea to be freed from the aggression of foreigners in lands
over which they have no right—a plea much needed in our modern world, rampant as it is with
invasions and territorial occupations. Ultimately, it asks not that our enemies be destroyed, but
simply that their plots, and the harm they cause, be halted. Its essence is mercy, which in turn
is the essence of the Messenger of God, Muhammad (peace and blessing of God be upon
him): “And We have only sent you as a mercy to all the worlds.”
This book tells the story of my life of being raised as a Jehovah's Witness; how I was baptized
to when I was ousted from this religion most people would consider truth. I also go into detail
on what the Jehovah Witnesses believe and practice as truth in their organization.
2021 Year Text for Jehovah's Witness for Meeting Note Taking, Meditation on the Scripture or
Journal Writing.100 Lined Pages Designer Cover in a Matte finishperfect gift for brothers and
sistersClick on our brand name above for more options.

This annual overview report of national trends in health statistics contains a Chartbook
that assesses the nation's health by presenting trends and current information on
selected measures of morbidity, mortality, health care utilization and access, health risk
factors, prevention, health insurance, and personal health-care expenditures. Chapters
devoted to population characteristics, prevention, health risk factors, health care
resources, personal health care expenditures, health insurance, and trend tables may
provide the health/medical statistician, data analyst, biostatistician with additional
information to complete experimental studies or provide necessary research for
pharmaceutical companies to gain data for modeling and sampling. Undergraduate
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students engaged in applied mathematics or statistical compilations to graduate
students completing biostatistics degree programs to include statistical inference
principles, probability, sampling methods and data analysis as well as specialized
medical statistics courses relating to epidemiology and other health topics may be
interested in this volume. Related products: Your Guide to Choosing a Nursing Home or
Other Long-Term Services & Supports available here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/produc
ts/your-guide-choosing-nursing-home-or-other-long-term-services-supports Health
Insurance Coverage in the United States, 2014 available here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/health-insurance-coverage-united-states-2014
"Some System of the Nature Here Proposed": Joseph Lovell's Remarks on the Sick
Report, Northern Department, U.S. Army, 1817, and the Rise of the Modern US Army
Medical Department can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/some-syste
m-nature-here-proposed-joseph-lovells-remarks-sick-report-northern-department-us
Guide to Clinical Preventive Services 2014: Recommendations of the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force (ePub) -Free digital eBook download available at the US
Government Online Bookstore here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/guide-clinicalpreventive-services-2014-recommendations-us-preventive-services-task-force --Also
available for FREE digital eBook download from Apple iBookstore,
BarnesandNoble.com (Nook Bookstore), Google Play eBookstore, and Overdrive
-Please use ISBN: 9780160926426 to search these commercial platforms.
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Of all the teachings of Christianity, the doctrine of hell is easily the most troubling, so
much so that in recent years the church has been quietly tucking it away. Rarely
mentioned anymore in the pulpit, it has faded through disuse among evangelicals and
been attacked by liberal theologians. Hell is no longer only the target of those outside
the church. Today, a disturbing number of professing Christians question it as well.
Perhaps more than at any other time in history, hell is under fire. The implications of the
historic view of hell make the popular alternatives, annihilationism and universalism,
seem extremely appealing. But the bottom line is still God’s Word. What does the Old
Testament reveal about hell? What does Paul the apostle have to say, or the book of
Revelation? Most important, what does Jesus, the ultimate expression of God’s love,
teach us about God’s wrath?Upholding the authority of Scripture, the different authors
in Hell Under Fire explore a complex topic from various angles. R. Albert Mohler Jr.
provides a historical, theological, and cultural overview of “The Disappearance of Hell.”
Christopher Morgan draws on the New Testament to offer three pictures of hell as
punishment, destruction, and banishment. J. I. Packer compares universalism with the
traditional understanding of hell, Morgan does the same with annihilationism, and
Sinclair Ferguson considers how the reality of hell ought to influence preaching. These
examples offer some idea of this volume’s scope and thoroughness.Hell may be under
fire, but its own flames cannot be quenched by popular opinion. This book helps us gain
a biblical perspective on what hell is and why we cannot afford to ignore it. And it offers
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us a better understanding of the One who longs for all people to escape judgment and
obtain eternal life through Jesus Christ.
Biblical theology and doctrines of Jehovah's Witnesses.
In a vast and all-embracing study of Africa, from the origins of mankind to the AIDS
epidemic, John Iliffe refocuses its history on the peopling of an environmentally hostile
continent. Africans have been pioneers struggling against disease and nature, and their
social, economic and political institutions have been designed to ensure their survival.
In the context of medical progress and other twentieth-century innovations, however,
the same institutions have bred the most rapid population growth the world has ever
seen. Africans: The History of a Continent is thus a single story binding living Africans
to their earliest human ancestors.
"A comprehensive view of Jehovah's Witnesses history, its upheavals and struggles,
and a raw demonstration of the manipulation and cruelty dealt those it charges with
expanding its membership. By keeping Judgment Day ever coming, the Watch Tower
Society ensures a ready supply of workers to proclaim the ever-coming coming"-Religiosity in East and WestConceptual and Methodological Challenges from Global
and Local PerspectivesSpringer Nature
On a scorching hot summer day in Preston, Australia, Spike and Bubba go for a swim
in the old water tower which casts a long dark shadow across everything in the area.
Since 1876, Jehovah’s Witnesses have believed that they are living in the last days of
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the present world. Charles T. Russell, their founder, advised his followers that members
of Christ’s church would be raptured in 1878, and by 1914 Christ would destroy the
nations and establish his kingdom on earth. The first prophecy was not fulfilled, but the
outbreak of the First World War lent some credibility to the second. Ever since that
time, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been predicting that the world would end “shortly.”
Their numbers have grown to many millions in over two hundred countries. They
distribute a billion pieces of literature annually, and continue to anticipate the end of the
world. For almost thirty years, M. James Penton’s Apocalypse Delayed has been the
definitive scholarly study of this religious movement. As a former member of the sect,
Penton offers a comprehensive overview of the Jehovah's Witnesses. His book is
divided into three parts, each presenting the Witnesses’ story in a different context:
historical, doctrinal, and sociological. Some of the issues he discusses are known to the
general public, such as the sect’s opposition to military service and blood transfusions.
Others involve internal controversies, including political control of the organization and
the handling of dissent within the ranks. Thoroughly revised, the third edition of
Penton’s classic text includes substantial new information on the sources of Russell’s
theology and on the church’s early leaders, as well as coverage of important
developments within the sect since the second edition was published fifteen years ago.
The zeal and dedication of Jehovah's Witnesses mask a highly disciplined organization
that has a troubled history. Moreover, their thorough knowledge of their own scriptures
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gives a pretense of having spiritual truth. The movement has grown from about 1.1
million worldwide in 1965 to 4.4 million today. Yet all is not what it seems in the
Watchtower Society. How do the teachings of the Jehovah's Witnesses run counter to
orthodox Christianity? What drives adherents to give hundreds of hours a year to
"witnessing"? What draws converts to a cult of strict control by religious leaders? Why
this series? This is an age when countless groups and movements, old and new, mark
the religious landscape in our culture, leaving many people confused or uncertain in
their search for spiritual truth and meaning. Because few people have the time or
opportunity to research these movements fully, these books provide essential
information and insights for their spiritual journeys. Each book has five sections: - A
concise introduction to the group - An overview of the group's theology -- in its own
words - Tips for witnessing effectively to members of the group - A bibliography with
sources for further study - A comparison chart that shows the essential differences
between biblical Christianity and the group -- The writers of these volumes are well
qualified to present clear and reliable information and help us discern religious truth
from falsehood.
The Bible claims to be the direct revelation of our Creator. So if the biblical record is
true, it is a primary means by which the God of the universe has revealed Himself to
mankind. However, if it can be proved false, then the God of whom it speaks is simply
one more pretender in the assembly of gods that man has created. In Is the Bible
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Reliable? Dr. Stephen Meyer challenges you to examine the historical and
archaeological evidence to determine for yourself the veracity and accuracy of biblical
Scripture. Is the Bible true? You decide. Includes group discussion questions, creative
exercises to help participants gain a greater understanding, and sidebars with
background information that expand on the DVD content. This discussion guide is to be
used in conjunction with the TrueU: Is the Bible Reliable? DVDs.
Christians have great news to offer Jehovah's Witnesses. In this revised and updated
version of the top-selling Reasoning from the Scriptures with the Jehovah's Witnesses
(more than 90,000 copies sold), author and Bible expert Ron Rhodes helps readers
delve into the Bible and use practical tools to share God's truths with those who come
calling. Convenient side-by-side comparisons of the New World Translation and the
Bible, along with answers to each doctrinal error espoused by the Witnesses Point-bypoint lists of the favorite tactics and arguments used by the Witnesses—along with
effective, biblical responses to each Questions you can ask to challenge the Jehovah's
Witnesses' confidence in the Watchtower Society With easy-to-understand helps,
concise information, direct comparisons of beliefs, and a compassionate presentation,
this resource from Ron Rhodes is ideal for personal and church libraries and for any
reader who wants to confidently share the gospel.
Although his career continued for almost three decades after the 1939 publication of
The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck is still most closely associated with his
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Depression-era works of social struggle. But from Pearl Harbor on, he often wrote
passionate accounts of America’s wars based on his own firsthand experience.
Vietnam was no exception. Thomas E. Barden’s Steinbeck in Vietnam offers for the
first time a complete collection of the dispatches Steinbeck wrote as a war
correspondent for Newsday. Rejected by the military because of his reputation as a
subversive, and reticent to document the war officially for the Johnson administration,
Steinbeck saw in Newsday a unique opportunity to put his skills to use. Between
December 1966 and May 1967, the sixty-four-year-old Steinbeck toured the major
combat areas of South Vietnam and traveled to the north of Thailand and into Laos,
documenting his experiences in a series of columns titled Letters to Alicia, in reference
to Newsday publisher Harry F. Guggenheim’s deceased wife. His columns were
controversial, coming at a time when opposition to the conflict was growing and even
ardent supporters were beginning to question its course. As he dared to go into the
field, rode in helicopter gunships, and even fired artillery pieces, many detractors called
him a warmonger and worse. Readers today might be surprised that the celebrated
author would risk his literary reputation to document such a divisive war, particularly at
the end of his career. Drawing on four primary-source archives—the Steinbeck collection
at Princeton, the Papers of Harry F. Guggenheim at the Library of Congress, the
Pierpont Morgan Library’s Steinbeck holdings, and the archives of Newsday—Barden’s
collection brings together the last published writings of this American author of enduring
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national and international stature. In addition to offering a definitive edition of these
essays, Barden includes extensive notes as well as an introduction that provides
background on the essays themselves, the military situation, the social context of the
1960s, and Steinbeck’s personal and political attitudes at the time.
From its origins in nineteenth century Adventism until the present day, the Watch Tower
Society has become one of the best known but least understood new religious
movements. Resisting the tendency to define the movement in terms of the negative,
this volume offers an empathetic account of the Jehovah's Witnesses, without
defending or seeking to refute their beliefs. George Chryssides critically examines the
historical and theological bases of the organization's teachings and practices, and
discusses the changes and continuities which have defined it. The book provides a
valuable resource for scholars of new religious movements and contemporary religion.
History and teachings of Jehovah's Witnesses organization.
The Indian Ocean Region (IOR) is one of the most areas of the world in human terms.
This study provides a comprehensive overview of the subregions and countries in the
IOR, drawing heavily on a new country risk assessment model developed by Abdullah
Toukan, a senior associate with the Burke Chair at CSIS.
This is a volume about the life and power of ritual objects in their religious ritual
settings. In this Special Issue, we see a wide range of contributions on material culture
and ritual practices across religions. By focusing on the dynamic interrelations between
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objects, ritual, and belief, it explores how religion happens through symbolic materiality.
The ritual objects presented in this volume include: masks worn in the Dogon dance;
antique ecclesiastical silver objects carried around in festive processions and shown in
shrines in the southern Andes; funerary photographs and films functioning as
mnemonic objects for grieving children; a dented rock surface perceived to be the
god’s footprint in the archaic place of pilgrimage, Gaya (India); a recovered manual of
rituals (from Xiapu county) for Mani, the founder of Manichaeism, juxtaposed to a
Manichaean painting from southern China; sacred stories and related sacred stones in
the Alor–Pantar archipelago, Indonesia; lotus symbolism, indicating immortalizing plants
in the mythic traditions of Egypt, the Levant, and Mesopotamia; lavishly illustrated
variations of portrayals of Ravana, a Sinhalese god-king-demon; figurines made of cow
dung sculptured by rural women in Rajasthan (India); and mythical artifacts called
‘Apples of Eden’ in a well-known interactive game series.
This is a history of the Watch Tower movement's earliest years written to an academic
standard. It is based on fresh research into original documents. This is volume one of a
two volume work. Volume two is in preparation.
Chaim Picker, grandson of an orthodox cantor from White Russia, under the tutelage of
his maternal uncle, left Judaism at the age of fifteen, becoming a Jehovah's Witness.
Fifteen years later, disenchanted with the teachings of the Watchtower Society, he
returned to his ancestral faith, becoming a Jewish educator and subsequently the
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cantor of Temple Israel. He is the author of The Descendants of Velvel Pochapovsky,
Students Discover Genesis, He Kindled a Light, Make us a God, Temple of Diamonds,
and "The Two Walked on Together".
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